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Summary 

Atmospheric pollutant concentrations in the Dublin area have risen significantly since the late 1970's 
mainly because of the increased use of coal as a domestic heating fuel. Several years of daily 
measurements of smoke and sulphur dioxide (S02) gathered from a network of 16 stations covering 
the city and suburbs are available for study. This paper presents the results of an analysis of the data 
for the period 1982-1987. 

The fluctuations in pollution levels over yearly, weekly and daily time scales were examined and 
correlated with the weather observed at Dublin Airport. Smoke concentrations were found to be 
closely related to surface windspeed and air temperature but the connection was more tenuous for 
S02' 

In Ballyfermot (most smoke·polluted area in Dublin) it appears that background smoke levels have 
doubled over the period. Similar trends were found in the data from six other sites, the estimated 
increases ranging from 14 to 70%. In four other cases no significant trend could be found while for 
the five remaining sites the data suggested decreasing levels (10-40% decrease). In industrial and 
non-residential areas daily smoke levels were found to be typically 10-25% lower over weekends, a 
possible indication of the contribution made by traffic and industry to the pollution load. 

Both smoke and S02 levels were found to depend on wind direction to some extent but the effects 
are generally small and probably arise from differences in local exposure or from cross 
contamination between sites; for mean levels (mean of 16 stations) no directional dependence was 
apparent. 

A forecast model for smoke pollution is described and its performance during the 1987/88 winter 
season evaluated. Initial results are encouraging and indicate that the Irish Meteorological Service 
can provide useful forecasts of air quality 24-48 hours in advance. 



1 Air Pollution - General Discussion 

1.1 Emission Sources 

Suspended smoke panicles and S02 can arise from several sources the most imponant of which in 
the present context can be summarised as follows: 

Coal burning in open fires (mainly smoke, some S02) 

Domestic/industrial burning of fuel oils (mainly S02) 

Road traffic (mainly smoke) 

While the pollutants are advected locally by wind there is no evidence (see section 4.2.1) to indicate 
that sources outside the Dublin area have any impact on air quality over the city and suburbs. 

From a visual inspection of the data (see Figure 3) it is clear that the two pollutants have quite 
different characteristics: smoke levels broadly follow the seasonal change in air temperature with 
peak activity during the winter months December - February; in contrast, differences between the 
summer and winter. values of S02 are less noticeable. This is consistent with the view that the 
domestic burning of coal is the chief source of smoke pollution. 

While the emission sources can be broadly categorised little is known about their geographical 
distribution or intensity. r-.lore imponantly the sources are not constant but respond to the weather in 
a complex manner. The decision to light a fire for example, or the amount of fuel to burn, depends 
on factors such as the season of the year and the thermal·comfonlhealth of the householder. It is 
impossible to model this response except in a statistical manner. 

1.2 Weather 

Once the pollutants reach the open atmosphere some of the suspended panicles will settle on the 
surface within a shon distance of the source (gravitational settling). The lighter panicit-s and gases 
will be advected by the wind (if any) and slowly diluted by turbulent processes which may also 
cause some settling at considerable distances from the source (dry deposition). While turbulence 
plays a major role in reducing pollution, precipitation is also effective in bringing panicles and gases 
to the surface (precipitation scavenging). 

1.3 Atmospheric Stability 

The earth's surface distorts the atmospheric flow by creating frictional drag through surface 
roughness and temperature gradients through the absorption of solar radiation. The imbabnce is 
communicated through a turbulent boundary layer within which there is usually vigorous thermal 
mixing (convection) by day. The depth of the layer varies with the weather but on a fresh sunny 
afternoon typically reaches l-2km. Within the layer, which acts as an effective medium for the 
dispersion of pollutants, air temperatures will normally decrease with height at a (lapse) rate of 
around lOOC/km by day. In the absence of solar heating, convection decreases at night and the 
turbulent (or mixing) layer shrinks in response, possibly to a depth of 100m when there is little cloud 
and the winds are light. With clear skies the ground will cool quickly by radiating heat so that in a 
layer near the surface (typically < 100m in depth) air temperatures will normally increase with 
height. This inversion of temperature dampens vertical motions and reduces turbulence; pollution 
released into it (e.g. from a chimney) will show little tendency to mix with the surrounding 
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aunosphere or to penetrate to ground level. Such inversions are most developed around dawn but, 
with solar heating, are usually broken up by late morning on a sunny day. This is a common event in 
rural areas, particularly in winter, but in an urban setting other factors need to be taken into account. 

It is well known that air temperatures in cities are on average slightly higher than those in 
surrounding rural areas. Possible causes include the high thermal admittance of building materials, 
the trapping of air in the urban 'canyons', and the release of anthropogenic heat (for a description of 
the urban heat island, see Oke 1980). In Dublin, temperature contrasts exceeding 60 C have been 
recorded (Sweeny 1987). At night the radiation of the surplus heat generates a turbulent urban 
boundary layer (UBL) which is carried along by the prevailing winds (see Figure I). If the 
atmosphere is stable in the surrounding rural areas (e.g. because of a temperature inversion) then 
pollution emitted over the city will be locked into the UBL, the thickness of which determines the 
local concentration. 

---
RURAL 

Figure 1: Schematic representation o/urban boundary layer (after Oke 1978). 

By making some simplifying assumptions the mean thickness H of the UBL can be shown 
(Satyanarayana 1986) to be related to windspeed F m as follows: 

where 

r = Rural lapse rate 

ro = Dry adiabatic lapse rate (9.8 x 1O-30C/m) 
F m = Mean winds peed through the layer. 

The value of the constant K depends on the size of the city and the amount of waste heat generated. 
Because of the multiplicity of emission sources normally encountered within a city the pollutants 
can, as a first approximation, be regarded as homogeneously distributed over a small area. Under 
these conditions the local concentration C can be shown (Oke 1978) to be inversely proponional to 
HandFm: 

C=S/(HFm ) 

or 

where S is a constant describing the emission sources. 

High levels of pollution are therefore associated with low windspeeds in a stable atmosphere 
(temperature inversion). 
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Inversions can also develop abm'e the surface through other means. In anticyclonic weather brge 
scale subsidence occurs, the descending air wamling adiabatically. If the surface is also cooling 
(i.e. clear skies at night) stability in the lower layers will be further strengthened with detrimental 
effects on pollution levels. Unfortunatdy anticyclones are also associated with light winds which 
explains why high levels of pollution usually occur in cold settled weather. 

r\ more; complete description of atmospheric dispersion requires a detailed knowledge of the wind, 
temperature and humidity fields in the horizontal and venical, information which is not generally 
available for Dublin. 

2 Data 

2.1 Pollution Data 

~Ionitoring stations under the control of Dublin Corporation and Dublin County Council ha\'e been 
measuring daily mean concentrations of smoke and S02 for several years. The sites are listed in 
Figure 2 where the mean concentrations for the 1986!l987 winter season are also displayed. The 
IlUpS should be viewed a, merely representative since there is considerable spatial and temporal 
variation in the pollution levels as is evident from an examination of the individual records (Figure 
3). 

ror practical reasons the study was restricted to data recorded within the period I st January 1982 to 
31st ~brch 1987. For sites nos. 12-17 data were only avaibble from 1st April 1982 onwards while 
for site no. I I (old County Road) records commence from the 4th April 19R5. 

2.2 :\lctcorological Data 

Unfortunately, detailed weather observations are not available at any of the listed sites. The nearest 
meteorological station is situated in Dublin Airport from which hourly observations are made of 
temperature (at 1.2m), wind (at 10m), pressure, rainfall and cloudiness. 1\'0 vertical soundings of the 
atmosphere are taken and stability must therefore be estimated indirectly from existing surface 
observations. 

Data from weather stations which measure the vertical profiles of wind, temperature and humidity 
can be interpolated to Dublin but as the nearest station is in Long Kesh, over IOOkm distant, the 
resolution of the data is too low to be of use. 

In the present study it was assumed that the pollution levels are rebted in a statistical sense to t1;e 
reference weather recorded at Dublin AirpoI1. Cloud and precipitation amounts within the network 
area may differ appreciably from the reference values and even the more conservative temperature 
and wind elements will be influenced by factors such as site exposure and the scale of the UEL (see 
Draxler 1986 for an interesting case study). 

3 Analysis of Data 

3.1 ~Icthod 

Data from each of the stations were subjected to a multiple regression analysis using a stepwise 
regression procedure with a 99'70 significance level for the F-test (Draper and Smith 1981). 

Potential predictors for the model were derived from the meteorological observations along with 
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non-metwrological variables such as the day number (I = 1st January. 365=31st December). Since 
the smoke/Sal measurements are essentially mean concentrations over a 2 .. hour period (midnight 
to midnight) it m:tkes sense to use a similarly defined mean for the meteorological predictors. Other 
averaging periods such as noon to midnight and sunrise to sunset were tried. as were m:tximum and 
minimum v:tlues. but no significant advantage could be demonstrated to justify their use. Therefore. 
unless otherwise stated. mean values refer to a 2 .. hour period. midnight to midnight. 

Up to 25 potential predictors were tried in the regression and the most significant of these (a 
m:tximum of 10) selected. The selection mechanism is based on the assumption that the errors are 
independent. have zero mean. a constant vari:tnce. and are nomlally distributed. These conditions 
were tentatively checked by examining plots of the residuals and if necessary recasting the model to 
obtain a better fit. In most cases the dependent vmabIe (i.c. smoke/Sal levels) were transfonned 
initially by taking the loprithm of the re:tdings. 

3.2 Regression ;\lodeI 

It is reasonable to assume that the emission levels are closely related to the weather and in panicuIJr 
to the air temperature (n: as the extern:tl temperature falls more fires are lit and a greater amount of 
fuel is burnt to make up the additional heat loss. This is obviously a generalization since the human 
response does not always keep pace with swings in temperature. particul:trly when the weather is 
changing rapidly. A preliminary examination of the data suggested a non line:tr dependence on T 
and better results were usually achieved by including an empirical variable of the fonn 

(T +9)-tI2 

in the regression equation (T in Celsius). 

Windspeed dependence (see section 1.3) was modelled by using the predictor 

(F+B)-tI2 

where F is the IO m windspeed. The constant B allows for the fact that the mean windspeeri in the 
UEL differs from F. Eest results were obtained using E = .. (F in ms- t). 

In the absence of tempcr:tture readings in the venical. stability was inferred from the Pasquill-Turner 
stability categories which arc derived from surface observations (P;lsquill 1961. Tumer 196 .. ). To 
facilitate the analysis the digits 1-7 were used to describe the stability inste:td of the more usu:tl 
categories A-G (very unstable-very stable). 

4 Results 

4.1 Yearly Trends 

\Vhile the emission sources fluctuate daily in response to the weather. social and economic forces 
are also at work over longer time scales slowly ch:tnging the pollution pattem. Estimates of coal 
consumption in the Dublin are:t between 1982 and 1986 (Reilly 1986). for example. suggest th:tt the 
sources have increased over the period. 

To highlight any possible trends both predictand (i.c. smoke/S02) and predictors were filtered prior 
to regression by using 7 day moving average values. Results for a typical site (I3allyfennot) are 
shown in Table I for smoke pollution. The model fits the data quite well. explaining more than <JOt;(; 
of the dat:t variance. There is also considerable evidence of a linear trend in the data (predictor Y). 
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Since Y is essentially independent of the other predictors we can isolate the trend as follows: 

LogJS/Stqd = 0.I~S6 + 0.00-18Y 

where Y is the ye:lr relative to 1982 and S is the smoke concentration. Substituting Y=5 (for 1987) 
gives 

,\ similar analysis was perfomled for each of the 16 monitoring sites (Old County Rd. was excluded 
because of insufllcient data) and the essen ti:!l details are summarised in Table 3. For sites which 
yielded a positive Y caefllcient the estimated increases over the five year period are as follows: 

Site 

I3allyfemlot 
I3luebell 
Clond:!lkin 
C:lppagh 
South Quav 
~Iountjoy Sq. 
Rathmines 

'} Increase (smoke) 

11O.±5 
70.± 8 
67.± 6 
~S.± 8 
":O.± 6 
19.±-1 
1~.±-1 

For four of the sites (I"i:. Clontarf, Herbert St., Cabra, and Dundrum) there is no evidence of any 
trend, while in five cases the trend was found 10 be negative (i.e. decrease): 

Site 

Tallaght 
Dun Laoghaire 
Swords 
I3:lllsbridge 
Dame Street 

'} Decrease (smoke) 

~O.± 2 
38±2 
16.± 3 
13 .± 3 
10.± 2 

These results, based on the assumption of a line:!r trend, should be taken as approximate and 
balanced a"ainst the percenta"e variance expbined by the model. 

SimilJr allempts to analyse the SO~ readings were less successful - the model invariably suffered 
from a 'bck of fit' and the results are not shown . 

.t.2 Daily Values 

.t.2.1 Wind Direction 

To highlight any direction:!1 dependence the data from each s13tion were sorted in descending order 
of magnitude and the wind directions associated with the first fifty observations analysed and 
compared with those from the 'mean' station. The results are shown in Figure-1. 

Clearly there is no preference for any wind direction when the mean smoke (or SOl) levels are high; 
all sectors of the compass are represented. :\'evertheIess there are significant differences between 
sites. 
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The advection of smoke from the more heavily polluted central areas of the city offers one 
explanation for the asymmetry in wind distributions but peculiarities of site exposure are also likely 
to be important. For llallyfermot (station no. 5) there is clearly a preference for winds between west 
and north at the expense of those between northeast and southeast; the disparity may have its origin 
in exposure effects or the thickness of the UllL which. for a site on the edge of the city. is very 
dependent on wind direction (see Figure I). The directional characteristics of S02 pollution are in 
general quite different from those of smoke and reflect the underlying differences between the 
emission sources. 

It should be remembered that the results refer to Dublin Airport winds; local values. particularly in 
near calm conditions. may differ appreciably. 

One particular wind direction deserves special mention. Cold spells which arise from quasi
stationary high pressure systems in winter are frequently terminated by freshening southerly or 
southwesterly winds bringing wann air from the Atlantic. During the cold spell a pool of cold air 
colkcts over the city and if sufficiently stable becomes decoupled from the higher levels of the 
atmosphere. The arrival of warm air. impeded by the sheltering effects of the Wicklow mountains to 
the south. takes place abo\'e the surface. This increases the stability (usually temporarily) and under 
these conditions surface winds can be very sluggish in responding to the new regime even though a 
sizeable large scale pressure gradient de\'c!0ps over the area. 

A good example of this occurred on the 31st January 19S7. A cold light southeasterly airflow on the 
30th led to sharp cooling Q\'emight under virtually calm conditions with clear skies. Winds 
freshened slowly from a southerly direction across the country throughout the 31st but with little 
effect on Dublin; windspceds remained light or calm during the day in spit..: of 8-10 ms· t being 
reconled by the Kish lit:hthouse a short distance off the coast. ;\lcan windspeed and temperature 
wen~ 1.5 ms· 1 and leC respectively with a recorded smoke concentration of 1429 pg/m3 in 
llallyfemlot. 

.t.2.2 Day of the Week 

An altempt was made to indirectly estimate the smoke emissions arising from vehicular traffic and 
industry by searching the data for differences between weekend and weekday smoke levels. This 
was carried out by incorporating a dummy variable \\' in the regression analysis where 

\V = I (weekend) 
= 0 (weekday) 

The results are summarised in Table 3. 

For some sites (llallyfermot included) no difference could be found but in all other cases the 
coefficient of \\' was negative (i.e. less pollution over the weekend). The differences arc most 
noticeable in the induslrial areas of the city. 

The complete analysis of the daily mean smoke pollution levds in llallyfemlot is shown in Table -l 
from which it is evident that temperature and windspced are the most important meteorological 
predictors. A rather surprising result is the lack a precipitation term in the regression equation; 
neither daily amounts or duration were found to be significant. Other studies (Patrinos and 
llinkowski 1986) would lead one to expect a substantial reduction of levels during rain episodes but 
since the higher levels of pollution occur during settled weather the precipitation effects are minor in 
comparison to those of winds peed and temperature. 
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The mean Pasquill-Tumer index, which is dependent on cloud height and amount, has only a small 
influence on smoke levels and demonstrates the need for a more comprehensive description of 
atmospheric stability. 

5 Forecasting Smoke Pollution 

There are two main obstacles to developing a successful method for forecasting smoke pollution. 
First, we have no way of knowing whether the trends discussed in section 4 will continue; it is quite 
possible for example that the background levels in Ballyfemlot have now saturated. Second, some 
of the weather elements are notoriously difficult to predict (e.g. cloud cover, dewpoint temperature) 
and will therefore degrade the quality of forecasts if they are included in a prediction equation. 

To overcome these difficulties a regression model was developed from the Ballyfermot data using 
the two most recent years (1985- I 987) of winter data (October-~Iarch). Potential meteorological 
predictors were restricted to mean temperature (T) and windspeed (F) with no allowance for time 
trends. In view of the critical dependence of smoke levels on windspeed the model was split into 
two parts and ultimately took the following form: 

F:::: 4 ms-1 

10gc(Smoke) = 2.8958 + 3A3963(1 + F/4)-tr-(I + T!9)-tr- + 0_6277cos D 

F>4ms-1 

10gc(Smoke) = 8.2983 + 5.09962(1 + F/4)-It:'(1 + T/9)-1!2 + OA8-i9cos D 
- 6.8203(1 + T/9)-I{1 - O. 1-i6ST 

, 
where D = 2:r(Day - 7)/365, Day = Day of the year. 

Forecast values of F and T can be derived from the near surface weather products output from the 
global computer forecast model run at the European Centre for ~Iedium Range Weather Forecasts 
(EC~IWF) in Reading, England. Forecasts are disseminated each day for projected weather up to !O 
days ahead at interYals of 6 or 12 hours. ~lean values of F and Tare calcubted from the products 
and statistically optimised for Dublin prior to use. Starting in ~O\'ember 1987 the model has been 
used operationally by the Irish ~Ieteorological Service to provide guidance on air quality over 
Dublin. Figure 5 shows a comparison between ohserved and forecast (24 hour) values for a selected 
period. 

The forecasts are obviously not perfect but they do give a general indication of likely smoke levels 
and successfully predicted the high pollution recorded on the 9th and 10th of December 1987. The 
sample correlation coefficient and root mean square error were 0.79 and 891lg/m3. respectively, 
which compare favourably with the values of 0.55 and 141 llg/m3 for unskilled 'persistJnce' 
forecasts. Accurate wind forecasts are essential and therefore appear to limit the usefulness of the 
model to a lead time of around 48 hours. Best results are likely to be obtained in settled (e.g. 
anticyclonic) weather. When the wind speeds are changing, the mean value for F will probably 
underestimate concentrations. This is particularly relevant when a change of aimlJSS occurs. A 
small ridge of high pressure following the passage of a cold front, for example, can lead to almost 
calm conditions for a few hours and a sharp decline in air quality until the front has moved well 
away from the city. 

It must be emphasised that smoke concentrations are highly v:lriable even over a small area; on any 
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particul:tr day local levels can v:uy by a factor of 10-20, even for sites whose yearly mean values are 
similar. Instead of forecasting for a single point an alternative approach is to develop a model based 
on the mean of data from a number of sites. This was tried but appeared to be less successful, 
probably because each site has its own pollution signature and the effect of averaging smooths the 
data too much. 

6 Future Developments 

The global analysis/forecast model at EC~IWF calculates weather elements on a quasi-regular 
horizontal grid (grid size =1.125 degrees of latitude) and at 19 levels in the vertical. The lowest 
three levels correspond roughly to 30, 150 and 400m above the model surface (which is an 
approximation to the earth's surface). Forecast and analysed weather products at these levels are now 
available and even though the resolution of the global model is too crude to describe the 
microclimate of Dublin the additional data may improve our capability of forecasting atmospheric 
stability. 

To pursue the matter further requires 

(1) A more detailed knowledge of the emission sources and their variation in response to weather 
and season. The results of a survey carried out by Dublin Corporation in early 1988 on the heating 
habits of people in the Ballyfermot area should partially fill this gap. 

(2) More detailed pollution measurements. Present values are 24 hour averages whereas higher 
instantaneous values undoubtedly occur during episodes of high pollution, particularly in the 
evening when the output from domestic fires reaches a peak. 

(3) r-Iore detailed weather observations i.e. temperature and wind profiles within the lowest 100m of 
the atmosphere over Dublin. 
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF BALLYFERMOT S~!OKE POLLUTION DATA 

RESPONSE VARIABLE: LOGe(MEAN SMOKE CONCENTRATION) 

STANDARD 

PREDIcrOR COEFFICIE!'. 'T ERROR IOOR2 

cosCO) 0.&\97 0.0250 69.9 

Y 0.1486 0.0018 76.7 

(1+ Tf./)" 1/2(1 +F/4)"1/2 4.0817 0.2CXi7 82.0 

cos(2D) -D.1515 0.0131 86.0 

sin(2D) -D.1117 0.0112 87.9 

Td -D.0557 0.0097 88.4 

(1+ TI9)·I/2 -8.0577 0.5546 89.4 

T -D.2112 0.0127 89.8 

P 0.4050 0.0719 90.1 

sin(D) -D.0785 0.0151 90.3 

Constant Tcnn in Prediction Equation: 8.0320 

1'0"0. of obscr..-ations: 1790 

Standard deviation of residuals: 0.3008 

Percentage variation explained (R 2): 90.29 

NOles: 

Y = (Y=-1982) 

D = 2rr(DAY-7)/365 where DAY = Day of y= (Ion January 1st) 

T = Mean temperature COC) 

Td = Mean dev.-point temperature COC) 

F = Mean surface windspeed (ms-I) 

P = Mean Pasquill-Tumer stability index 

Table I Multiple regression analysis of smoke pollution data for Ballyfermot. Smoke and 
meteorological values CT,F,P,Td) are 7 day moving averages. 
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REGRESSIO~ MODEL ·Y· VARIABLE 

PERCENTAGE STA."'DARD 
STATlO~ N VARIATIO~ EXPLAIl\1OD (R2) COEFFICIENT ERROR 

(I) 1915 79.15 -0.0223 O.QO..I4 

(2) 1914 68.43 -0.0288 0.0063 

(3) 1912 84.34 0.0339 0.0059 

(4) 1891 81.06 0.0282 0.0058 

(5) 1790 90.18 0.1475 0.0048 

(6) 1771 74.10 0.0673 0.0074 

(7) 1915 85.67 - -
(8) 1872 83.06 - -

(9) 1904 71.81 0.1058 0.0083 

(10) 1825 83.94 - -
(II) -- INSL'FFICIE"IT DATA ---

(12) 1639 80.49 -0.0346 0.0062 

(13) 1514 67.45 0.0780 0.0118 

(14) 1579 79.00 0.1026 0.0071 

(15) 16II 82.56 -0.1013 0.0079 

(16) 1657 75.81 - -
(17) 1753 86.53 -0.0970 0.0058 

Notes: 

Y=(y=-1982) 

N = No. of observations 

Table 2 Trends in mean smoke pollution levels (7 day moving averages) based on regression 
analysis of data for the period 1982-1987. See text for explanation. 
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REGRESSIO:-< MODEL OW" VARIABLE 

PERCENTAGE STAl'. LlARD 

STATIO:-< VARIATIO:-< EXPLAL'\'ED (R2) COEFFICIENT ERROR DlFFERE.'-;CE 

(I) 5US -0.2435 0.0275 78±2 

(2) 41.94 -0.2789 0.0375 76±3 

(3) 72.56 -0.1658 0.0296 85±2 

(4) 67.\0 -0.1436 0.0298 87 ±3 

(5) 78.27 - - -
(6) 51.64 -0.1969 0.0432 82±4 

(7) 67.13 - - -

(8) 69.83 - - -
(10) 5934 - - -
(II) -- C>SUFF\CIE.Yf DATA --

(12) 56.21 -0.1785 0.03-t2 B4±3 

(13) 53.05 - - -

(14) 62.00 -0.2148 0.0361 81 ±3 

(15) 67.53 - - -

(16) 58.66 - - -
(17) 64.59 - - -

NOles: 

W = I (wcckend) or 0 (wcckday) 

Table 3 Differences between weekday and weekend daily mean smoke pollution levels. Last 
column shows the estimated mean weekend levels as a percenta£e of weekday values. 
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RESPO:-\SE VARIABLE: LOGc(~IEA~ S~!OKE CO:-\CE:-"'TRATlO:-"1 

STA:-\DARD 

PREDICTOR COEFFICIE:-"'T ERROR 

T -O.2:!35 0.OI5~ 

Cos(D) 0.7IS~ 0.0303 

(1+ T!9)·Ir-(I+F/~)·lf1 3.7633 0.19S3 

Y 0.1589 0.0032 

(1+ T!9yIr- -5.7~0 0.5~03 

Cos(2D) -O.19~~ 0.0195 

Sin(2D) -0.1550 0.0179 

D O.:!~82 0.0333 

Td 0.0632 0.0092 

P 0.239~ 0.0557 -

Const~m Term in Prediction Equ:nion: 6.5321 

:\0. of Observations: 17~2 

St:lmbrd Deviation of Residu:us: 0.5118 

Percent:lgc v:ui~tion c'plJincd (R2): 73.27 

Notes: 

Y = (Yc~r-I982) 

D = 2::(DAY-7)/365 where D .. W = Day of )"e3! (Ion JJnuJry 1st) 

T = ~!C~n temperature (oC) 

T d = ~!can dewpoint temperature (0C) 

F = ~!cJn surface windspced (ms-I) 

P = ~IcJn Pasquill-Turner st:lbility index 

D = I if wind direction r (270,3.:0) degrees 

= a otherwise 

lOOR2 

53.5 

60.1 

65.1 

70.1 

7~.7 

75.7 

76.5 

77.3 

78.0 

78.3 

Table 4 ~lultiple regression analysis of daily mean smoke pollution data for Ballyfermot 
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